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'Buy the truth and do not sell it;
get wisdom, discipline and under
standing."
Proverbs 23:23
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This week
at Taylor
Sharon Gray, program
assistant for social work
and sociology, would like to
thank the community plunge
students who worked at
Helping Hand for a great job
last week.

This week will be Spiritual
Renewal Week at Taylor.
Services will be given on
Monday and Wednesday
night from 7-8:30 p.m. in the
chapel and will feature a spe
cial speaker.

It's still not too late for those
who would like to participate
in the a chapel worship team.
Applications can be found
in the campus ministrie's
office and are due today.
Auditions will be held Sat.,
Sept. 14.

Tonight SAC will host a
'Trojan Superfan Bonfire'
at 8:15 at Taylor Lake.
Come show your support for
the Taylor football team as
they
face
Anderson
University tomorrow.

Next Saturday SAC will
hold
the
Tin
Man
Triathalon..
Those participating should
meet down by Taylor Lake
at 8 a.m.
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APRIL LERCH WORKS in the ETC. Recently the ETC acquired a
new operations manager, Steve Curtis.

ETC sees new
changes made
BY DAVID MAULDIN
STAFF WRITER

A

lthough similar to last
year, the Educational
Technology Center (ETC) has
had some important changes
take place.
The equipment is the same,
as well as the technological
opportunities
offered
to
Taylor students. Students can
still go into the ETC and
print, scan, edit or laminate
items, even buy CDs, tapes,
craft items, and book bind
ings. Students can also still
rent various items such as
digital cameras and slide pro

jectors.
But the ETC is different in
two ways. One, many things
have been moved around.
The cashier's desk is no
longer in a back room. It has
been moved to the main area
along with all the CDs, VHS
tapes, film and craft items.
The computer lab, which
used to have its own room, is
now out in the open, in the
middle of the ETC. Also, all
14 of the lab's computers
have
been
upgraded
to
Windows 2000.
The ETC's second change
comes in the form of a new
employee. Steve Curtis is the

new ETC operations manager
and media specialist.
Curtis comes to Taylor
University from Camp Forest
Spring,
an
evangelical
Christian camp, in Rib Lake,
Wis., where he was the sys
terns administrator. When he
decided to leave the camp he
looked at Wheaton College
and Taylor University as pos
sible places of employment.
Curtis decided to take the
open position at Taylor,
which involves running com
puter labs and digital editing
Photo by Bryan Smith
equipment, because as he
says, "It feels like an old
LYNNETTE PETERSON TAKES
A GLANCE at an Indianapolis
shoe... it fits."
Star before class
Curtis has worked with
computers and video soft
ware for a long time and even
has a degree in film from
Columbia
College
in
Chicago.
Although there is current
ly no new equipment in the
BY CHERYL TJEPKES
ETC, Curtis would like to
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
upgrade to using a fire wire,
eeping up with the world
a way of connecting printers,
is a daily opportunity on
scanners and digital cameras,
Taylor's
campus.
running them at a much faster
This
is due partly to the
pace than a USB wire.
Indianapolis
Star , which delivers
He would also like to add
its
paper
to
Taylor
every day free
digital movie cameras to the
of
charge
as
a
part
of a college
list of things available for
readership
program.
The pro
students to rent, and perhaps
gram
is
supported
by
grant
fund
purchase new iMac G4 com
ing
from
a
non-profit
organiza
puters.
Curtis would like
tion.
G4s because of their video
"If the students enjoy reading
editing capabilities.
the paper, they are more apt to
The ETC is not quite organ
subscribe in the futre," saidGreg
ized yet; many items are not
Erbeck, director of the college
yet in their place. Even so,
readership program for the
Steve Curtis is positive about
Indianapolis Star.
his new position.
Erbeck also emphasizes a
"It's a busy, wonderful,
broader
purpose for the program.
upbeat atmosphere," he said.
"We're developing future news
paper readers-whether it is our
paper or a paper in another mar
ket," he said.
The opportunity has been wide
said Hutchins. "The couches
ly accepted by universities
were old, and there was no
throughout the state. Seventeen
cushion left."
universities currently utilize the
Kim also thought the
program, leaving only four insti
Bergwall lounge furniture
tutions within the Star's deliver
needed to be replaced.
able area that do not receive the
"The previous furniture we
paper.
had was very dirty and start
Campus journalists have mixed
ing to fall apart," he said.
reactions regarding the role of

Indy Star
grants Taylor
free papers

K

Dorms enhance quality of lounge areas
BY ELIZABETH DEMIK
STAFF WRITER

Don't forget to take your
yearbook picture.
Pictures will be taken
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Olson Hall on Friday, the
TV studio on Monday and
Wengatz on Tuesday.
Students should dress
appropriately.
Your student IDs are recquired.

Upland, Indiana
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A

s if air conditioning was
not
enough,
both
Bergwall Hall and Swallow
Robin Hall now have yet
another perk: better lounge
areas.
James Kim, Bergwall Hall

In this issue...
Library Web site gets a new
look
page 2

residence
director
and
Julianna Hutchins, Swallow
Robin Hall residence director
believe that these improve
ments were necessary to
enhance the quality of dorm
life.
"The Swallow Robin
lounge was not a comfortable
place to sit and hang out,"
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New library Web site promises more resources
BY GLORIA PUDAITE
STAFF WRITER

T

he Zondervan Library has
recreated its Web site.
The updated Web site will
transport
the
libraries
resources to wherever a
Taylor student or staff mem
ber is located. By simply
entering a username and
password, students can attain
library information from any
part of the world at any time.
Since March 2002, this Web
site was an intense project for
librarians Steve Oberg and
Linda Lambert and students
Paul Borrego and Matthew
Wissman.
"Our main goal is to make
the new Web site easy for stu
dents to use," Oberg said,
who heads the project. "We
want to provide students with
more resources."
Through the new Web site,
the library has introduced
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News.

But, the competition seems to
have been an asset also.
"We became really focused on
how to make ours a better paper,"
said Seidell. "We just have to
give people a reason to pick us
up, and [the Star] gave us extra
incentive."
At Taylor, however, the Echo
has taken an entirely different
perspective.
"The Echo isn't concerned
about the Star's presence on our
campus," Nikki Schulz, editorin-chief said. "We're primarily a
campus paper; we don't have the
space to properly address nation
al issues. We're thankful for the
news
resource
that
the
Indianapolis Star provides."
Taylor administrators have also
responded with enthusiasm to the
program.
"We were excited to provide
students with a way to see out
side our little Taylor universe,"
said Steve Austin, director of stu
dent programs.
"This became especially signif
icant as delivery of the newspa
pers began on September 10 of
last year," he added.
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THE NEW LOOK OF THE ZONDERVAN LIBRARY WEBSITE pro

vides resources to Taylor students in any part of the world.
new commodities such as
LexisNexis, an online data
base that provides full text
access to about 60 newspa
pers published in the United
States.
"LexisNexis is the most
well-known and heavily used
database," Oberg said. "It has
the best resources for current
newspapers."

Indianapolis Star grant program from pg 1
the program at their school. To
the staff of the Ball State Daily
News, the Indianapolis Star is a
potential threat to circulation.
"It puts us in a little bit of a cir
culation war," said John Seidell,
editor-in-chief of the Daily

7/ "

Although the Star delivers 300
papers to Taylor every morning,
which are then distributed direct
ly to the dorms, students still
have not taken full advantage of
the opportunity. There are still
papers being left that must then
be discarded.
Senior, Carl Hass stated,
"Handing out something that's
free causes people to pick it up
that normally wouldn't," but also
said that he "probably wouldn't
read it" if he wasn't required to
do so for a class.
Heather Willman, also a sen
ior, expressed an opposite opin
ion.
"I use the paper for class
assignments and I like to stay up
on my news," she said. "It's
quicker than sitting down to
watch television news."
With no plans to discontinue
the program on Taylor's campus,
Steve Austin leaves students with
a goal.
"My challenge to Taylor
University students would be to
see that no papers are left at the
end of each day," he said.

Links such as "Ask-ALibrarian" have also been set
up, allowing students and
staff to email or chat with a
librarian on duty. If the
librarian does not have the
answer to a student's ques
tion, he or she can find the
answer from a global net
work, connecting libraries all
around the world.

i„ addition, the
In
the Web
Web site
site
offers
direct
links
to
Worldcat, Google and the
Lehman library in Fort
Wayne.
"We chose Worldcat and
Google because we felt they
were great resources for stu
dents," Lambert said. "We
had a link to the Lehman
library because they have
resources that we don't have
and vice versa. This was also
a way to bring both campuses
closer together."
In addition, the site has a
dictionary, thesaurus and a
Bible.
"We wanted to make this
new Web site dynamic and
user friendly," said Wissman,
a sophomore at Taylor. "We
focused on content rather
than on glitches."
The team compiled the con
tent of the site by attending
the
American
Library
Association, reading research

literature on Web site usabili
usabili
ty, and looking at online
emaii discussion forums on
library Web sites. All the
content on the new Web site
is either new or has been
repackaged.
To assist students and staff
members further, the site pro
vides a "How do I..." page
which strives to answer newuser questions. For those who
have older web browsers or
have a dial-up connection to
the Internet, the library Web
site has an alternate page
with fewer graphics and a
more simple interface.
The library Web site is an
ongoing project and its cre
ators are constantly looking
for new content to add to the
site.
"We encourage students and
staff to give its their ideas
and opinions as to what they
think of the new website,"
Oberg said.

'dorms' cont'd
from pg 1
This year, both Bergwall
and Swallow received new
furniture for the lounge
areas, and Bergwall also
received a new television.
The housing office provided
the funds for the new furni
ture.
According to Tim Taylor,
Morris Hall residence direc
tor, each dormitory has a
yearly budget set aside for
purchasing non-furniture
items. This budget is sup
plemented by income from
vending machines.
According to Kim, the tel
evision in the Bergwall
lounge was purchased in
direct response to the loss
of ESPN in the dorm rooms.
Because of this change in
the Taylor cable service,
Hutchins also expects to see
more students in the lounge
areas.
"I've already had guys and
girls down there watching
college football on ESPN,"
remarked Hutchins.
Photo by Bryan Smith

Weekend Weather
Friday

Sunny and
warm.
High of 81.

Saturday

Chance of
showers.
High of 82.

Sunday

Cloudy and
cool.
High of 70.

BEN WICKSTRA POURS IT ON, sending his boat, the
"Bhone" flying and winning the first heat of the
ICC/SAC Boat Regatta race last Saturday. Wickstra's
team went on to take second place in the competition,
which involved constructing boats out of cardboard,
plastic and duct tape and then racing them across
Taylor Lake. Those who came out were also encouraged
to take part in a greased watermelon competition.
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We are like dwarves sitting on the shoulders of giants. We see more than they and things that
are farther away -- not because our sight is better than theirs, nor because we are taller then
they were, but because they rise up and add to our stature by their enormous height.
-Bernard of Chartes

Discovering roots can bring meaning to present
BY WESLEY ENGLISH
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

W

hen I think of Taylor
University's story, I con
sider my freshman year as
Chapter One. I think of all that
happened before me as history,
something belonging in a pro
logue. 1 see the events as back
ground information and only
slightly important to the main
Taylor story — my four years
here.
But if 1 count each year as a
page, then the prologue is 156
pages and the novel is four pages
long. Something doesn't add up.
Still, as an aspiring novelist,
I've been taught to start the story
where it really begins. The
Greats have stressed over and
over to leave the background
information for the prologue and
to start the story off with the first
important action in the story.
After all, how important is

Taylor's history to the present
me? I'm attending Taylor today,
not then.
So I left such a confusing ques
tion behind me and focused on
the now. That's easy to do when
you're an editor for a newspaper.
You're concerned with what's
new, not old.
This summer, though, I had a
shift in my understanding
of Taylor University.
As a creative writer I con
cern my life with stories
a
and with looking for them
in every day I live. This
summer I worked for
Taylor, running all the confer
ences on campus. The job forced
me to work closely with Taylor
staff and faculty, who before had
appeared as nameless cogs in the
wheel of the institution.
Working closely with these
people I began to find stories
hidden between the letters in the
word Taylor.

1 watched as Jerry Stair, a
maintenance man, worked long
hours to ensure all the confer
ences had their needs met. Then I
listened to him tell me how he
used the money to help out his

to see Taylor University in a new
light. 1 began to see Taylor as a
story rich with meaning and pur
pose if only I'd read deeper.
All of this made me wonder
what stories are hiding in the

son.
I met amazing characters, like
Shari, the maintenance secretary.
I learned to love calling her up

years leading up my time at
Taylor. As a writer, I understood
that plot builds, each event deep
ening the story and adding more
intricacies that would share
meaning and purpose if 1
would only read. 1 realize the
later chapters are much more
meaningful and deep, not
despite, but because of the

find the richness Taylor's early
days have to share.
I'm writing a seven-part series
on the lost stories of Taylor
University. I will tell the stories
of five people (choosing five
characters from Taylor's cast will
prove to be the hardest part of
writing this series) who have
majorly influenced the course of
our community. Each week will
focus on one person, with the last
article exploring the meaning
found in the sum of all the stories

THE EARLY CHAPTERS:
7-part series on
Taylor's early years
everyday because, though I had a
long list of things 1 needed to
have her fit into the already busy
workers' schedule, I could tell
she was smiling. Something
about her cheerful voice embod
ied stress-relief and encourage
ment.
As I experienced stories of
these people and others, I began

told.
The people I have chosen show
our substance. They are the
embodiment
of
courage,
strength, conviction and even
failure, which so often illumi
nates the need for God. They are
stories about the people who
fought for what we now take for
granted. They are stories about
those who walked in our shoes

earlier chapters.
This summer 1 realized the
heaviness of the Taylor story. I
was going to class everyday,
enjoying and subtly adding to a
story 1 did not understand or
even know.
Now I'm ready to read this
story.
More than that, I want to share
it with the community so we can

long ago.
They are our stories.

Taylor professor seeks to understand discipleship
BY KARA NICHOLS
STAFF WRITER

known and small churches across
the denominations."
The denominational diversity
at Taylor has been an asset for his
research. For the past three sum-

interview 20 people that have a
passion for discipleship it's going

to affect you."
Bakker is just one of the many
or Taylor psychology profes
students who has been impacted
sor Dr. Steve Snyder, disci
by
the
discipleship
pleship is not merely a
research.
topic for research, but
"Before the research I
a lifestyle. His person
didn't even have a con
al mission statement
cept of discipleship,"
includes "discipling
Bakker said. "I now real
others
to become
ize if you bring someone
highly
effective
to Christ it is your
Christian servants."
responsibility to raise
Dr. Snyder's passion
|them up and help them to
to see others root
understand the con
themselves in Christ
cepts."
has led to his five yeai
Snyder's next step
research analysis on
involves presenting his
the process of disciPhoto by Bryan Smith analysis. The Navigators
pleship.
The research began STUDYING DISCIPLESHIP WITH DILIGENCE, Dr. Snyder J,AVE expressed interest

F

with a few students turned to several Tay|or students for
who
helped
him experience with their walk with God.
develop surveys.
"I wanted to do something
more significant than just crosssection study," Snyder said. "I
have never seen anything written
on it...there's no empirical
research on discipleship."
According to Snyder the refer
ences that are available often
come from only one denomina
tion or framework. His research
seeks to survey both "the well

their

mers Taylor students have inter
viewed people who disciple oth
ers from their hometowns.
The data analysis applies "psy
chology principles to something
Christian Ed," said senior Jared
Bakker, who spent the summer
conducting interviews in Upland.
Snyder's research serves to
impact his students.
"I want to change the stu
dents," Snyder said. "If you

Personal

Siwy.
Dr. Snyder has seen the fruition
of his goals for research as stu
dents adopt discipleship as a,
"lifestyle they want to emulate,"
he said. "This is the greatest
impact that I can have that some
people will be dedicated to that

time, every lecture is designed
with our learning in mind,"
Leanna Befus said. "He is always
encouraging his students. I really
appreciate how he's taken an
interest in me and my life."
During the summer Dr. Snyder
met with his group of student
researchers to debrief and
process their findings.
"He is an amazing man. Who
he is in class is who he is at
home. He is very compassionate
as well as serious and disciplined
in his faith," said junior Meredith

kind of lifestyle."
Standing by Taylor's commit
ment and his own personal pas
sion, several of Dr. Snyder's stu
dents agree he is skilled at inte
grating faith and learning in his
classes.

Sports teams • Clubs • Student groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with a proven Campus
Fundraiser 3-hour fundraising event.. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quick
ly, so get with the program! It works. Contact Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

jn Dr Snyder.s research.

Currently, with the help
of students, he is developing
powerpoint presentations he
hopes will open more doors of
opportunity.
Eventually, Snyder plans to
compile his research and write a
book on the discipleship process.
Not only has Dr. Snyder's
research impacted Taylor, but
also his thoughtful lectures and
genuine concern for his students.
"He puts hours into class room

3 for $8.00
5 for $14.00
10 for $25.00
Wal-Mart Plaza
765-662-lT/\N(i826)

©

Coupon must be present
upon purchase.

Mon-Thurs 7am- 12am Fri 7am-10pm
Sat 9am - 10pm Sun noon-10pm
no appointment needed
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'Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine with a merry heart; for God now accepteth thy works."
-Ecclesiastes 9:7

The Green Tree offers fresh, tasty choices
chicken
was
tender, and the
i seasonings
| were exactly
j how a caesar
[ salad should
| be.
The stuffed
tomato, with
chicken salad,
i was also a win
ner. The chick
en salad was
creamy,
the
tomatoes were
ripe and it all
was served on
a bed of fresh
l e t t u c e .
Another meal

BY RACHEL HEPWORTH
FEATURES EDITOR

S

andwiched
between
Dollarsmart and Upland
Video, the Green Tree is a
refreshing new restaurant that
debuted in Upland this summer.
The unpretentious facade, with
a small outdoor eating area,
masks a warm, subdued decor.
Classic paintings decorate the
mauve stucco walls, including a
print
from
Michelangelo's
Creation of Adam from the
Sistine Chapel. Small lamps on
each table create intimacy.
Gauzy curtains and simple
greenery add to the peaceful
atmosphere.
We were welcomed by the
helpful, polite staff and a
scrumptious-looking array of
desserts on the counter. The
chocolate coconut butterscotch
bars and the peanut butter bars,
both $1.00, are highly recom
mended.
Main courses were simple, but

we
sampled
_ .
.
was the-grilled
The scrumptious-look i n g a r r a y o f d e s s e r t s o n . . .
•,
the counter offered a sweet treat after the meal.
.
fruit.
The
chicken breasts and generous
tasty and fresh. The presentation
portion of fruit is a great choice
of the food was very pretty and
for the health conscious.
professional as well. The greens
The chicken and wild rice soup
in the grilled chicken caesar
was
decent, although the rice
salad were crisp, the grilled
Photo by Cheryl Tjepkes

at $6.95 to the chicken and wild
was a little soft. All main courses
rice soup at $2.95. Coffee prices
were accompanied by beautifully
were significantly cheaper than
herbed focaccia bread.
the Jumping Bean, at $1.75 for a
The menu also offers a variety
cup
of cafe mocha, as opposed to
of sandwiches and drinks.
$2.50.
They obviously make coffee
My only criticism is that it was
well, judging by the number of
a
little
too cold inside.
syrup flavors next to the cappuc
Overall,
the Green Tree's
cino machine. The cafe mocha
attractive
decor,
delicious food
was the perfect temperature, and
and
great
service
make this
was accompanied with a large
restaurant
a
good
place
to go
dollop of whipped cream. It was
with
friends,
a
date
or
your
par
a little more chocolate than cof
ents
when
they
come
through
fee, but that's how I like it, so I
town for Parent's Weekend. We
enjoyed it! The chai was report
sincerely hope it doesn't fall to
edly
"much
better
than
the same fate as the late, lament
Starbucks," commented Suzanne
ed Under the Fig
Johnson,
a
Tree.
more-than-willAlthough it
ing taster and
might
be a little
Taylor graduate.
competition for
In addition to
Ivanhoe's
and
the
palatable
the
Jumping
cuisine, prices
Bean, it will be a
were
reason
welcome addiable.
Main
Photo by Cheryl Tjepkes tjQn
tQ
the
courses ranged
from the chick- The presentation of the food restaurant scene
en caesar salad was Pretty and professional.
jn Upland.

Taylor Jewish students celebrate new year
BY ELLIE HALGREN
STAFF WRITER

T

his year the new year
starts on September 6th.
That is, the Jewish new year —
Rosh Hashanah. This day marks
the beginning of the High Holy
days in the Jewish calendar. Ten
days after the start of Rosh
Hashanah is Yom Kippur, the
Day of Atonement. These two
days are the most important holi
days of the Jewish year. This
ten-day period, also called the
Week of Awe, is marked by per
sonal introspection, asking for
forgiveness, and remembering
God as King.
Rosh Hashanah is the Day of
Remembrance, and Yom Kippur
is the Day of Atonement. One of
the themes of Rosh Hashanah is
that on that day God writes in
"books" where he records names
and people's futures for the com
ing year. On Yom Kippur the
judgments God wrote in these
books is sealed.
The biblical origin of Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur is

found in Leviticus 23:23-26.
"Yom Kippur is when God for
gives sins and people receive
cleansing," said sohpomore
Elaine Friedberg. Elaine and her
brother Ben, a senior, are
Messianic Jews.
To celebrate Rosh Hashanah,
Ben, Elaine and their mother,
Kathy, watch as their father,
Steven, blows a ram's horn called
a shofar. Most Jewish celebra
tions have symbolic foods that
are part of the day's activities.
The Friedbergs eat apples dipped
in honey, which symbolizes the
hope for the New Year to be as
sweet as these two foods.
Yom Kippur is celebrated in a
different way. Being the most
solemn day of the year, work is
prohibited and Jews spend the
day fasting and praying. For
Ben, Yom Kippur is a direct pic
ture of Christ's atonement for our
sins and the necessity of it for
our state of sin. He described
how Yom Kippur can provide a
basis for evangelism to Jews.
Since they understand basic con
cepts stressed during Yom

Kippur like redemption and
man's fallen state, it is easier for
them to make the connection
between their beliefs and Jesus
as the Messiah.
Although Elaine and Ben
observe Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur, the most significant
holiday in their family is
Passover. The Friedbergs eat a
traditional meal called a seder,
which consists of lamb symbol
izing sacrifice, charoseth, which
is apples, walnuts, honey and
wine symbolizing the mortar that
the children of Israel used to
build things in Egypt, and matzoh, which are crackers symbol
izing bread that has not risen on
their
way
fleeing
Egypt.
Horseradish symbolizes the bit
terness of slavery, parsley sym
bolizes the hyssop plant used to
paint the blood over the doors
and salt water to dip the parsley
in symbolizes tears.
"There are overtones of fore
shadowing during Passover,"
Elaine said. "The Messiah is
depicted as pierced in Isaiah, and
these descriptions of the Messiah

make it blatant that it is Jesus."
Ben explained that as Messianic
Jews his family celebrates Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur with
less rigor than what is traditional.
He described Judaism as an over
arching picture.

"Judaism is small picture / big
picture, like parables," Ben said.
"There's a lot of symbolism that
points directly to Christ. It pro
vides more of a concrete thing
that you can't base things off of,
but it's illustrative."

Sip a cup of gourmet coffee.
Enjoy a delicious deli sandwich.
Try a fresb-from-tbe-garden saladNibble on a delectable dessert.

*

The Green Tree
a tasty place
Now open in the Upland Plaza!
Tues - Sat 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sun 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Carry out available 998-7858
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"You can discover what your enemy fears most by observing the means he uses to frighten you."
-Eric Hoffner

An innocent morning brings tragedy, horror
A

s I laid in peaceful slumber
in my cozy bed, two planes
crashed into the World Trade
Towers in New York. As 1 was
brushing my teeth, victims were
desperately leaping from the
burning buildings. As I was
enjoying my sausage, egg and
potato breakfast, people were
breathing their last breath. As 1
was preparing for the day ahead
of me, little did I know that this
day would bring such sorrow, not
only for the? victims and their
families but for people around
the world who are mourning
such a tragedy. September 11 th
dramatically altered the lives of
many and changed the course of
our nation; all the while, it was
just another day in the life of
Serena Thrush.
It wasn't until breakfast that
that I heard terrorists had
attacked the Twin Towers, but I

had no idea of the enormity of
this act. In each of my classes, I
heard cryptic pieces of the disas
ter, and this fatal puzzle slowly
took shape in my mind. I finally
heard the entire story by early
afternoon, but it still didn't make
sense. Why? Who would do such
an awful act? How did they get
away with it? How could people
feel so strongly for such an awful
cause that they would sacrifice
their lives for such terrorism? I
don't understand. After almost 30
hours of processing and gather
ing the latest news information,
I'm still grasping for answers to
my many unanswered questions.
The cries of my heart remained
silent, as I could not initially find
words or feelings to adequately
express my emotions. More than
anything, I felt an overwhelming
desire to speak with my family,
to hear their voices and to know

that they were okay. When 1
called them, we didn't talk long,
but it was such an incredible
relief to hear their voices and
share with them my thoughts and
feelings about this disaster.
Although it may sound child
ish, I was scared. Not for my
own life since it was unlikely
that Upland, Ind., would become
the target of their next attack, but
for America and how this threat
ened our safety. Too often, I take
peace for granted. Here I am,
living in arguably the best coun
try in the world, often unaware
of the violence and unrest occur
ring every day in other countries.
I'm so thankful for my freedom.
Despite the sunshine and beau
tiful day outside, the mood on
campus was solemn and mourn
ful. My heart felt heavy.
Everywhere I went, people were
discussing the latest news.

Every TV that I saw was replay
ing the horrific footage.
I
desired to know more of the
attacks in an attempt to under
stand and possibly comprehend,
but at the same time I wanted to
forget it happened.
My eyes were opened at the
spiritual renewal service when I
realized that just one of my sins
is just as evil and ugly in the eyes
of God as the fatal acts that
occurred. All sin is equal in the
eyes of God, and I am no better
than any of the people responsi
ble. Through all of this chaos,
tragedy, and heartache, God has
remained faithful and all-power
ful. He continues to give me
peace and hope where our world
has none. Praise be to Him for
ever and ever

By Serena Thrush

9/11: sorrowful, but also exposing American ethnocentricism

I

wasn't in the U.S. for Sept 11.
I saw the planes crash into the
twin towers at about 5 o'clock in
the afternoon on CNN dubbed in
Lithuanian, with friends translat
ing into English. Afterwards, I
saw countless pictures of the
event, but that was the only time
I ever saw video of the attacks,
except for very recently.
When I came back to the U.S.
in January 2002, I was in a dif
ferent country than the one I had
left. I stood in disbelief as securi

ty guards in Chicago O'Hare air
port ordered me to take of my
shoes and my belt. I gaped out
the window at the overwhelming
numbers of American flags and
other patriotic symbols. George
W. Bush was a national hero.
"God Bless America" was sud
denly everyone's favorite saying.
The country I had left denied
the existence (or at least involve
ment) of God. The country I had
left ridiculed the President. The
country I had left scorned patri

otism.
One side of me was proud of
America for "bouncing back" so
to speak. The heroism of rescue
workers and others is to be high
ly commended.
The other side of me ques
tioned why the casualty count
was such a big deal, as if
America was the only country to
ever suffer fatal disasters. India
lost 30,000 people last year, from
one earthquake. No one cared.
And if we're talking only about

terrorists, thousands have been
killed in Kashmir and Sri Lanka
by terrorist groups. No one cares.
But I understand why America
reacted the way it did. When
your world is focused solely on
self, only tragedies and events
that affect you directly will have
an impact. I just wish, in the
long run, that a broader perspec
tive had been taken and I hope
this country won't have missed
some valuable lessons.

The Song
By Stephanie
Snider

A

s I drive along, colors
remind me of a song.
Red, white, and blue,
our love for you is true.

At every home,
a flag for freedom
In every person,
a patriotic passion.
A song in my heart
for soldiers who depart.
A tear in my eye
for those who will die.
They aren't the first
they won't be the last
to die for America's cause,
to die for us.
I send out a prayer
for those still here
for innocents who died
for fatherless children and
the widowed bride.
On the radio,
a song I know.
It reminds me of colors,
Red, white, and blue.
There's a good reason why
I watch the flags fly high.
It's my favorite line,
I'm proud to be an American.

By Rachel Hepworth

Praying for enemies easier said than done

Attacks allow personal protection to be masked as patriotism

P

T

lease God, no, this can't be
happening. Thousands of
miles away in Germany, I
numbly watched the television as
two of our nation's landmarks
were reduced to rubble, and I
tried to convince myself that this
couldn't be happening.
All I could do for the first hour
was watch the screen as my mind
tried to make sense of what I was
seeing. There was little sympa
thy among my European coun
terparts. Mumbling, they said it's
what America needed to "wake it
up". It felt like a slap in the face.
Then the rage set in. All I need
ed to know was that Arabs did it,
and I hated them.
I left the room and walked the
streets of Bremen, Germany to

cool down, but everywhere I
looked, there were Middle
Easterners. I stood and watched
their uncaring gaze pass over the
emergency press releases show
ing a plane plowing into the
WTC. With my mind a whirl
wind of emotions, I imagined
just how distraught they would
be if the same had been done to
them.
Should I pray for the victim's
families? Of course. But am I to
pray for my enemies? Am I to
pray for those horrible, evil peo
ple who would have killed more
if they could? Yes, I am to pray
for them. And I pray that God
opens their eyes before our sol
diers avenge our lost.

By Eric Kielisch

he tragedy which occurred
on September 11 has been
burned into ail of "our hearts and
minds.
The billows of debris
engulfing New York City not
only marked the end of thou
sands of lives, but also the end of
an extremely prosperous time in
our country.
Unfortunately the event also
reflected the fickleness
of
Americans. Before we were
attacked, the general focus of
society
was
on
personal
progress. All we desired was the
quickest way to make the biggest
bucks. Now, the focus of the
country is personal protection
under the disguise of patriotism.
Once again the country's desire
and credo of looking out for

number one comes forth.
The flags displayed in the win
dows of thousands of SUV's and
minivans do not represent the
government's attempts to uphold
our freedoms. They are shields
which we hide behind, protecting
our capitalistic wallets, as we
remain ignorant of all which
does not threaten our progress.
The terrorist act against
America was a catastrophe and
something has to be done to pre
vent the actions of terrorists, but
when was the last time we
stepped backed and asked our
selves why? Why has the gov
ernment decided to put its
proverbial foot down? Is it for
the betterment of the world or is
it simply because outsiders final

ly broke into our little bubble?
Besides the motivation for
retaliation, may this experience
permanently change our lives,
and may our eyes stay open to
the world around us.

By Stephen Williams

"You can be sure
that the American
spirit will prevail
over this tragedy."
Colin Powell
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We will win this struggle — not for glory, nor wealth, nor power, hut for
justice, for freedom, and for peace; So help us God."
-Tom Harkin

Christian responses to the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11

A

s the one-year anniversary
of
September
11th
approaches, 1 am praying about
how best to respond to the tragic
events that have shaken our
sense of national security, mili
tary superiority and financial sta
bility. We have experienced trag
ic human losses of significant
magnitude on our soil in the past.
The War of Independence took
many of the brightest and best as
blood formed the foundation for
the freedoms we now treasure so
deeply. The Civil War pitted
brother against brother in a cause
that Abraham Lincoln believed
must be won to prevent the dis
solution of not just our political
but spiritual union. But not since
Pearl Harbor have we, as a
nation, faced such uncertainty or
been so conscious of our vulner
ability.
For this generation, the assump
tions about what it means to be
an American in America and the
world changed dramatically as a
result of the attacks in New York,
Washington and Pennsylvania.
Gone is the notion that war is
something that happens else
where. As the headlines of a
local newspaper read: "America
Attacked, Casualties Grave," we
came to experience what so
many in much of the world face
on a daily basis. We are now at
war,
invading Afghanistan,
killing or capturing Taliban sol
diers and suspected A1 Qaeda ter
rorists. Despite these efforts, we
remain aware that future terror
attacks are likely. Now with the

news of the buildup of chemical,
biological and perhaps even
nuclear weapons by the nation of
Iraq, the expansion of war efforts
appears imminent. And while the
U.S. economy falters due to the
impact of terrorist actions, recov
ery is complicated further by
unfolding revelations of corpo
rate terrorism as millions of indi
viduals envision their financial
investments and retirement funds
on the verge of collapse.
In the midst of these ne\fr real
ities, 1 am more determined than
ever to find God in and through
all that surrounds us. In response
to my search for how best to
remember the tragic events of
9/11, I am sensing the Spirit of
the living God, whose Son con
quered death and the grave,
declare You shall remember the
name of the Lord your God Ps.
20:7b. God Jehovah, who in the
Hebrew language is described as
God our Provider, God our
Victory, God our Peace and God
our Hope, remains firmly seated
on His throne. With Isaiah, in his
time of national calamity, we
need an eternal vision - In the
year that King Uzziah died, I saw
the Lord Is.6:1.
In the President's Chapels on
both of Taylor's campuses this
year I am sharing a teaching
series from the Psalms of Ascent.
In Psalms 120 - 134, I find a
wealth of insight on how the peo
ple of God, in search of the pres
ence of God, find the peace of
God in uncertain times. These
opening verses of Psalm 127 are

a focus for my 9/11 remem
brances.
Except the Lord build the
house, they labor in vain that
build it: except the Lord keeps
the city, the watchman wake but
in vain. It is vain for you to rise
up early, to sit up late, and to eat
the bread of sorrows: for so He
gives His beloved sleep.
As we trust in the name of the
Lord our God, rather than mili
tary horses and economic chari
ots Ps. 20:7a, we are liberated to
weep with those who weep Rom.
12:15 providing comfort, care
and hope. As we rely on that
Name that is above every name
Ph. 2:9-11, we access the wis
dom and receive the courage to
chart a righteous course through
these perilous times.
However we choose to remem
ber, let us grieve the loss of lives,
celebrate the courage of selfless
heroes and renew our resolve to
prevent and alleviate suffering
wherever terrorism raises its
twisted specter. And as we look
beyond 9/11 let us determine to
put our trust in the name of the
Lord our God embracing the
Great Commission Mt. 28: 18-29
and
living
the
Great
Commandment Mt. 22:37-40.
With the help of the Holy Spirit
may we, because of these tragic
events, make influencing the
eternal destiny of both friend and
foe our highest calling. With
such resolve, the blood of our
martyrs and of our Living Lord
will not have been shed in vain.

By Dr. David Gyertson

Shock strikes in Shanksville, Pa.,
for Taylor faculty

I

t is not hard to remember
where I was on Sept 11, 2001.
I
was
in
Shanksville,
Pennsylvania with my wife
Connie and Gene and Nancy
Rupp to attend the funeral of a
Taylor friend, Sally Weber. The
Weber's home is approximately
two miles from the crash site of
United flight 93.
Our friends felt their house
shake and saw a great cloud of
dust, not knowing that it was a

plane crash and part of the terror
ist attack on America. Like all of
you we were glued to the TV,
unable to comprehend what was
happening right before our eyes.
The phone circuits were jammed
almost immediately. Everyone
wanted to know where his or her
loved ones were.
It was meaningful to learn that
as the campus drew together
prayers were made for us. 1 have
difficulty grasping all the impli

cations of this event. For those
hearts that were drawn to the
Savior, I rejoice. For families
that were drawn together, I am
thankful. In many respects a line
was drawn that has made many
people uncomfortable-"! am the
Way, the Truth and the Life, no
one comes to the Father but
through Me!" This I believe is
the defining issue from this
incredible experience.

By Jerry Cramer

Tragedy provides positive
change in society

I

t was just after 7:50 a.m. on
Sept. 11.1 was on my way out
of my office to teach my 8.00
a.m. World Literature class. My
office door at Taylor University
opens directly to the desk of our
secretary, Rhonda Gretillat, with
out whom we'd be lost most of
the time. Rhonda usually has her
radio on and usually keeps us
informed. I was rushing to class,
so it took me a minute really to
tune in to what she was trying to
tell me.
"One of the World Trade
Centers has just exploded in New
York City." Rhonda knows that I
used to live in New York, that I
love New York, and that, like
most [former] New Yorkers, I am
often talking about New York.
Stunned and foggy, I didn't men
tion the news at all in that early
morning class. I didn't want to
find out later that World War III
had turned out really to be an
electrical fire.
Like most Americans, my col
leagues and I spent much of the
rest of that day around Rhonda's
radio for further news. I remem
ber the absolute despair and dis
gust (literally a "sinking feel
ing") that came, first, when we
heard that the second tower had
been hit and, later, when we
heard the incredible news that a
tower had collapsed. I thought,
selfishly, of one of my favorite
spots on earth. Just off the shore
of lower Manhattan, riding back
at night towards the city on the
Staten Island ferry, with the
proud WTC Towers dominating
the skyline.
But the day wasn't over. I had
to teach again. So when 1 caqie
back to my afternoon World
Literature class, I came with the
words of C. S. Lewis from a
speech he gave to Oxford stu
dents during World War II, called
"Learning in War Time." Lewis,
who had seen World War I from
trench-level and was now trying
to teach his students during
another great war, points out that
if human beings had stopped
teaching and studying every time
the level of human suffering
reached something like crisis
proportions, we simply would
have stopped learning altogether
a long time ago. Moreover, if we

could really see things as they
are, we would realize, as the
scriptures and Christian tradi
tions teach, that the world is
always at war, that the battle is
always pitched, and we are
always living in a crisis time.
How dare we stop living when an
external, physical conflict touch
es our lives, if, as our religion
teaches, every day a dangerous,
terrible, spiritual conflict rages
all around us?
Maybe, I've thought since,
Sept. II th was a great personal
and communal "wake-up call."
Not in the jingoistic sense that
Americans now remember that
they really are the center of the
universe and everybody else bet
ter be careful or we will kick
their non-American butts. But to
wake up to our lives, to our jour
neys, to our homes, to the great
and awful responsibility we have
of living in this dangerous, beau
tiful world. To remember that
every time we wake up, or every
time we walk out of our office
door on the way to class, some
miracles and some tragedies are
not just waiting to happen. They
are happening. People are suf
fering. Some people are sacrific
ing everything for a greater
cause, for the good of someone
else. Some people are finding
ultimate meaning even on the
brink of despair. People are, to
put it mildly, reordering their pri
orities.
1 don't think I'm making this
up; but we all seemed to be wav
ing to each other those days; giv
ing the thumbs up instead of the
more offensive digital gesture I
usually get from other drivers. In
slight, almost invisible, ways, we
were doing significant healing
work. Even rolling down the
windows and talking to strangers
about things I knew nothing
about-like harvesting corn or the
Eastbrook football team—took on
a deeper meaning.
Sometimes people in these
parts are labeled as narrowminded. Perhaps a bit stuck in
the mud. Those things looked a
lot different to me in the Fall of
2001 than they had before. They
don't call it the Heartland for
nothing.

By Joe Ricke
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Maybe the purpose of all this is to find out if America today is as strong as when we fought for
ourselves as a Union to end slavery or as strong as our fathers and grandfathers who fought to rid the wor of
nism. The terrorists were counting on our cowardice. They've learned a lot about us since then. An so ave we
-Rudolph Giuliani

A divine test of faith

I

n my own naive reality,
1
thought
I
was .
untouched.
What could
impact us thousands of
miles away?
Yet, as the
event dawned on me, I
realized that my cousin
worked on the 102nd floor
of the south tower.
This
realization was late in
coming, in fact, it did not
hit home till I discovered
that
the
towers
had
crashed. Almost all morn
ing I had been in a dream.
When I realized that both
Towers
had
crashed,
uncontrollable
tears
rushed down my face. My
cousin that I just saw this
summer was dead.
I was
sure.
I got out of class.

ran to my dorm room and
proceeded to call my dad.
All I had to say was "Dad"
and he immediately knew
what I was asking.
He
reassured me and said that
my cousin Eric was fine.
By the grace of God he
worked
late
the
night
before slept in a little bit
more that morning. When
he arrived at work, the
first plane had already hit
one of the towers. All he
did then was just turn
around
and
go
home.
Although I thought I was
safe among the crops, the
Lord tests us in ways we
never may understand.

By Liz Phiss
Photo by Bryan Smith

A lesson to live the missed moments

S

eptember I I helped me
to better understand
that
no
one's
I ife
is
i mm u n e
f ro n i
death's
grasp. Simply put, no one
is
promised
another
tomorrow. It is fairly safe
to say that most of the
individuals that died that
day did not look at the
sunrise realizing it would
be
one
of
their
last
encounters nor did they
imagine that the butterfly
kisses given abundantly by
sons and daughters would
come to be no more.
In
the past year, I have really
been challenged to live
each day to the fullest
extent that I can as well as
being more real with peo

ple.
I wonder how many
individuals in their final
moments thought about the
things that they wished had
only been said or done.
How unsettling it must
have been as the realiza
tions sank
in
that the
unspoken
words
would
never reach the intended
recipients or how the acts
would
remain
forever
undone. One of the lessons
I have finally learned is
that I must not put off
things if doing so is merely
grounded in the rationale
that there is all the time in
September 1 I
the world.
showed that time waits not
on any individual.

Bv Erin Btasdel

Individual tragedy made events real

O

n December I I th, I
joined a group of stu
dents
and
adults
from
Carmel, Indiana and head
ed for New York. The pur
pose of our trip was to
meet high schoolers whose
school was a block away
from the WTC- the kids
who ran from collapsing
buildings
three
months
prior.
Wh'at impacted me the
most on this trip was going
to Ground Zero. Two guys
from the New York school.
Carlos and John, joined us,
and we talked to them
along the way, but as we
got off the subway and
walked closer and closer to

the site, I saw Carlos get
increasingly agitated, wor
ried-looking, and quiet.
We got to the first alley
that we could walk down
and see the devastation of
Ground Zero. Our whole
group was peeking over
each other at the fence,
trying to see what we had
only seen before as pic
tures on the news.
1 had stepped back from
the group, trying to absorb
the whole scene, and saw
Carlos pacing in the alley
with a pained look, as if
was tortuous for him to be
there.
1
asked
John,
"What's wrong with him?"
John said, "He lost an

uncle in those buildings."
That's when it hit me, not
seeing Ground Zero, but
hearing this short story of
an individual. I saw how
these students were hurting
in a real and deep way, and
how we were there to offer
hope in their world where
seemingly
there's
none,
and truth in their world of
confusion and search for
answers. 1 also realized it
wasn't only NYC kids that
were searching for hope
and truth; I passed them
daily at my public school. I
came home changed.

By Joanna LaForge

No More Fear' handed out to students close to Ground Zero

A

month and a half after
September 1 I, I found
myself getting on a plane
with 30 other brothers and
sisters bound for New York
City. We were answering a
call for help put out by the
Student Venture group of
NYC, for a team to join
them in reaching middle
and high school students
with the message of hope
in a hopeless situation.
Since
September
1 1
Student Venture had seen
doors of opportunity fling

wide^to the gospel where
they had been tightly bolt
ed shut before.
The har
vest among students in
NYC was ripe and plentiful
and God was calling his
children to sow and reap.
My week in NYC con
sisted of assembling "No
More Fear" kits for stu
dents and handing them out
to students at both public
and private schools.
The
kits consisted of a New
Testament,
track,
video
relevant to September 11,

and a hip hop CD created
by various NYC artists and
musical groups. These kits
allowed
our
team
the
opportunity to talk with
students and simply tell
them about our own lives
and our faith in Jesus.
1
remember the tears of a
young man as I told him
about the purpose and hope
I have in life and that 1
need never fear because
God is there to protect me.
Most of the students that
we encountered were ques

tioning, probing, lost, and
hopeless.
Their security
had been ripped from their
fingers.
However it was
amazing to step back and
watch my teammates as
God
poured
his
love
through them to touch stu
dents, a youth group, and
the people of NY.
Numerous stories and
experiences come to mind
from my week in NYCtrips on the subway, seeing
the smoke still rising from
Ground Zero, hearing per

sonal accounts of that trag
ic day-it is a time I will
never forget.
I pray the
quietness that stills my
soul a s 1 think o f vv^iat m e t
me in NYC will always
make me stop and reflect
on the good God brought
from a heartbreaking situa
tion and that the lessons I
learned of loving others
will be evident in my life
as 1 find my place here at
Taylor University.

By Adrienne Moore
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"Army: A body of men assembled to rectify the mistakes of the diplomats. "
-Josephus Daniels

Invade Iraq now, then let the holy war begin
BY ANDERS HELQUIST
OPINIONS EDITOR :

I

n January
1991, the
United States
led a coalition
of troops to
drive
Iraqi
President
S a d d a m
Hussein and his military forces
from the oil-rich country of
Kuwait. In a matter of weeks, the
cease fire had been signed, and
the U.S. had liberated Kuwait
from an oppressive regime under
Saddam Hussein.
Now the U.S. is presented with
the option to attack Iraq again.
Although this time it is a consid

eration not because Hussein has
invaded another country, but
because of his potential posses
sion of nuclear and biological
weapons. Should the U.S. attack
Iraq based on the potential of
Hussein's weapons? The United
States should not attack Iraq,
unless they want to suffer the
humiliation and terror that comes
with defeat.
First of all, the United States
should not attack Iraq because
the U.S. has next to no allies.
Besides Britain, led by prime
minister Tony Blair, who pledges
support to the United States,
there are no allies to be found in
Europe. France, Germany and
Russia have publicly stated it is
not a wise decision for the

United States to attack Iraq and
those nations will not send troops
to overthrow Hussein.
Not having support of multiple
European nations is dangerous,
but if the United States decides
to attack Iraq without the assis
tance of Arab allies, we are ask
ing for a larger fight. The Arab
League, a composition of Arab
nations, stated last week they do
not support an attack of Iraq
from the United States. With that
said, one can easily assume
attacking an Arab nation without
the support of Europe or the Arab
community could result in mili
tary disaster for the United
States.
In addition to military disaster,
the U.S. could suffer great losses

Mix f l a i r a n d c r e a t i v i t y in C h r i s t i a n life
BY GREG JOHNSON
OPINION COLUMNIST

T

his was
c o o l .
Yes, definite
ly
cool!
There I was
recording a
CD.
I was
recording my
own music that I wrote.
My hands banged out the
chords on the organ, the guitar
droned out chord after chord and
the bass, well, the bass did what
it was supposed to do, not mess
up. For a few precious seconds I
imagined myself performing in
front of thousands of people,
each of them hanging onto every
word I sang as they hopped up
and down, letting the music
engulf them. I was nearing the

end of the second verse when I
suddenly out of my mouth came
the wrong combination of words
"she makes me happy as a clam."
Five minutes later, after the
guitar player had finally stopped
laughing and wiped the tears out
of his eyes, order was restored. I
was truly blessed that my "happy
as a clam" comment was only
made in front of a few hapless
bystanders. Had I been perform
ing in front of an audience out
side the recording studio, 1 have
a feeling the audience would get
the impression I was on some
sort of hallucinogen.
Being an artist is very difficult.
Being a Christian artist is even
more difficult. Whether you
want to admit it or not, people
look at you differently when they
hear you are a Christian. People
tend to form their opinions by
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be 425 words or less in order to be published in the coming Friday s
issue. Letters should include daytime telephone and signature. You
can write us off-campus at:~The Echo, Taylor University, 236 W.
Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001. On-campus Af.The Echo,
Rupp Communications Building, or via e-mail:
echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters to the F.ditor do not necessarily rcpre
The Echo or its staff or Taylor University.

The Echo encourages stu
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dents and community to
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and local issues. The follow (202) 224-4814
ing legislators represent
Grant County residents:

what they see and hear, thus fig
uring out what Christianity/God
is all about. Perhaps that is why
many secular people in the music
industry do not respect the con
temporary Christian music-side
of the market. I guess it has
something to do with the fact that
CCM music tends to be sub par.
The secular world hears not only
bad music, but they also get the
impression that Christianity is
bland, sub-par and out dated.
How unfortunate.
Christian artists should bear in
mind that they are Christ to the
world. When you perform, you
are reflecting Christ. When you
write music, paint a picture,
write a 40-page annotated bibli
ography, or record a CD, you are
reflecting Christ to the world.
Christians should be the most
creative. Christians should be
the best performers and music
writers.
In any case, no matter your
opinion of CCM music, the fact
remains that we are representa
tives of Christ. Mediocrity is not
an option. Remember that Jesus
was not a wuss. I am quite sure
he would play a mean piano like
Jerry Lee Lewis, or put Jimmy
Hendrix to shame on guitar. That
is, if he was around and wanted
to be a rock star.

U.S. Rep. Steve Buyer

U.S. 5th District
2443 Rayburn Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-5037

at home. A military strike against
Iraq would encourage terrorists
to hit the United States with
another Sept. 11-type attack. If
most Arab nations have one thing
in common, it is their hatred of
Israel. Since the United States is
allied with Israel, many Arabs
view the United States in the
same light as Israel.
Last week, Israel said they
would be willing to send their
troops to help the United States
take out Hussein. A combination
of Israeli and U.S. troops taking
out an Arab regime and the uni
versal Muslim hatred towards
Israel would give Arab nations a
legitimate excuse, in their eyes,
to send forth another wave of ter
rorism, and to launch a holy war

against the United States and
Israel. For those that doubt the
threat of terrorism, Osama bin
Laden said the United States can
expect terrorism to continue as
long as they support Israel, and
until Israel allows an independ
ent Palestinian state.
So you want the United States
to attack Iraq and rid the world of
weapons of mass destruction?
Fine, but take military action
when there is proof of possession
of such weapons. You desire the
United States to defeat Saddam
Hussein? A good intention, but
expect extremist Islamic retalia
tion. You want the United States
to live in greater peace, to avoid
a war of religions? Do not attack
Iraq.

Open letter to beloved students
BY MICHAEL E. ROW
DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS SAFETY
e pray
t h a t
you've had a
most blessed
§| beginning to
this academic
Milk year.
We
would like to
share some important informa
tion that can help make for a
more pleasant experience this
year at Taylor University.
Let's begin by talking about
parking. If you haven't already
done so, please register your car
at the Department of Campus
Safety immediately. It costs $10
for the year and can be complet
ed in just a few minutes. Please
know that you can call the
Campus Safety office (x5395)
with any questions that you may
have
regarding
parking.
Remember, freshmen must have
the
permission
of
Mike
Hammond (Student Affairs) to
bring cars to campus prior to
Thanksgiving.
In addition, reckless driving —
speeding, unsafe starts, running
or gliding through stop signs, etc.
endangers our entire community
and will not be tolerated. Please
exercise caution when driving on

l^w;

Rep. R Eric Turner

Indiana Dist. 32
5541 S. Harmon St.
Marion, IN 46953
(800) 382-9841

Sen. David C. Ford

200 W. Washington
Indpls, IN 46204
(800) 382-9467

and off campus. One careless
and irresponsible act in a vehicle
can devastate someone for a life
time.
We would like to offer you the
following tips that can signifi
cantly lower the odds of you
becoming a victim of crime or
accident.
Don't run or walk on county
roads or highways. They are nar
row, dark and very dangerous for
pedestrians. The campus track is
only location where we can guar
antee that you won't be endan
gered by an oncoming vehicle.
Refrain from going alone when
running or walking after dark. If
you are alone late at night and
need to get to another building,
call Campus Safety (x5555) for
an escort.
Report all suspicious people
and vehicles to Campus Safety
immediately.
Dial 9-1-1 to
report a crime in progress, a fire,
medical emergency or any other
emergency.
We at Campus Safety realize
that a safe campus is dependent
upon the continued blessing of
God, which is displayed through
our willingness to care for one
another. Please know that the
Department of Campus Safety
exists at Taylor University to
serve and protect you.

U.S. Sen. Evan Bayh

B40-2 Dirksen Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-5623
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"The more I think it over, the more I feel that there is nothing more truly artistic than to love people.
-Vincent van Gogh
uogn

A cool, folksy night with Ticklepenny Corner
BY LIZ BOLTZ
CONCERT CRITIC

A

fter Ticklepenny Corner
pulled up behind the plat
form set up for them by Taylor
Lake last night and climbed out
of their car, lead singer and gui
tarist Noah Riemer laughed and
said, "We thought that would
make a good entrance." While
only a couple dozen people had
gathered so far to see the
Wisconsin-based,folky
Americana band perform, the
good entrance continued to a
great show.
The air got cooler as it got
darker, but people continued to
arrive and no one minded sitting
in the cold to listen. The laidback set, played by only three of

.. ibandi members, included
five
songs from their two CDs,
Sunday's Best and From the
Porch , along with some new
ones. They were surprised when
the audience shouted out a few
requests, not realizing there were
Ticklepenny fans at Taylor.
The set was entertaining for
both audience and band. Lyrics
about growing up in Wisconsin,
family adventures and fictional
women who get married "ten,
twelve, maybe even thirteen
times," brought laughs to the
crowd, as did stories started by
the brother Riemer, Noah, and
finished by his sister, Beth. The
familiar banter between the sib
lings is an essential part of any
Ticklepenny show, and this was
no exception.

The only
nnlv problems occurred
early in the show when instru
ments refused to stay tuned.
When Noah Riemer asked for a
music major to help him figure
out what needed tuning, one
audience member shouted, "Your
guitar," to which the singer,
amused, asked for any "music
major that's not a smart-aleck."
Other than that early technical
trouble, the songs were played
well and with energy. Most of
them featured the Riemers'
unique voices, Beth on violin
and Noah playing guitar and har
monica, but the last song of the
night, "Mama, Can I Be Done?"
allowed bassist Aaron Zorn to
show off his talent as well.
Ticklepenny Corner played an
excellent evening of music for

Photo by Bryan Smith

AARON ZORN AND NOAH REIMER of Ticklepenny played to a
cold, spirited crowd Thursday night at Taylor Lake.

the Integration of Faith and
Culture's first concert of the
year. Despite the cold, many stu

dents, including some who had
never heard the band, were able
to enjoy the night's performance.

Exceptional acting sails in the gritty 'City by the Sea'
BY PRESTON COSGROVE
MOVIE CRITIC

P

eople often wonder what
distinguishes good and
bad acting. After all, the per
formance doesn't really mat
ter so long as the actor is
driving a supped-up Civic
with a tattoo on his arm. But
in the movie City by the Sea,
acting is the only thing that
counts.
Set in an extremely bleaklooking Long Island, Robert
DeNiro stars as Vincent
LaMarca, a divorced veteran

cop whose father was execut
ed for kidnapping and killing
a child. In the beginning, we
see DeNiro relaxed and con
tent with his hard-fought life.
His son Joey, played by
James Franco, is a hollowedout junkie attempting to
pawn off a beat up guitar so
he can score some cash.
When Joey attempts to pur
chase drugs from a dealer
who comes up dead, he must
take to the streets.
Fortunately, the film moves
along slowly giving the
actbrs a chance to breathe.

Newcomer Franco portrayed
James Dean in a TV movie
earlier this year, and similar
to that performance, he acts
with a quiet intensity. He
struts around in a dirty jean
jacket and inhales a cigarette
attempting to look tough, yet
all the while his face betrays
him. You see fear in his eyes,
and hear a quiver in his
voice. He seems to trust no
one, making it difficult when
his police officer father
wants to help.
Even though the movie
feels long at times, you still

Neville's Ultimate Pick of the Week
The Count of Monte Cristo (PG-13) - Most people who saw director
Kevin Reynold's Waterworld would have never guessed he was
capable of such a film as The Count of Monte Cristo. But thank God,
miracles can happen. The dazzling and beautifully shot Cristo was
one of the few films in theaters that stuck in my i
head this past spring. In this engrossing tale of |
betrayal and faith, Guy Pearce (Memento) and j
Jim Caviezel (Frequency) are perfect in this
rousing adaptation of the classic novel.
Although fans of the book might be disappoint
ed in the film's alteration in the story, it still
succeeds in entertaining the audience. Whoever
thought revenge could feel this sweet.

The couvr

Jfcu.

care and want to know what
is going to happen to him.
Matching James Franco is
Robert De Niro. Attempting
to stay out of his criminal
father's shadow, DeNiro must
now confront and help his
desperate son whom he left as
a child. Being no stranger to
greatness, it's easy to take
DeNiro for granted as an
actor.
Unlike his past dramatic
performances, he acts unconfident and timid, as a man
who has been struggling his
whole life. This movie rides

on the shoulders of these two
men. They both give superb
performances in a gritty and
heavy film that is a lot to take
in on a Friday night. Without
De Niro, Franco and even
supporting actress Frances
M c D o r m a n d ( J / m o i /
Famous), the movie just
wouldn't cut it. You want to
know what good acting is?
Go see City by the Sea.

***Rated R for pervasive
language, drug use and some
violence.

SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL
COMMUNITY!
9th Annual Tenderloin Fry All you can eat for $6.00!
This community fundraiser is
sponsored by the Upland
Chamber of Commerce. Please
join us on Friday, Sept. 20, 2002
from 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. at Eastbrook
Elementary on 2nd and Berry St.

1
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This is not some abberant individual doing an isolated act. I think it s part and parcel of the
way the military has structured its views on-what it means to be a man.
-Duke basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski about the "Cameron Crazies"

Fan participation 101: Where's the spirit?
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

stands along the baseline and
does most -- if not all -- ot
the cheering throughout the
hen you think about the
games.
tough sport environ
Don't only come to the
ments around the country,
"Silent Night" game, which
what do you think of? What
usually kicks off the Ivanhoe
comes to mind for most peo
Classic in early December.
ple is Duke's Cameron Indoor
Come to every game — or at
Stadium, The Big House at the
least the home games. And
when you do come, don't just
University of Michigan or the
stand there and socialize.
Black Hole of the Oakland
Not that talking to your
Raiders. What makes each of
friends is a bad thing, but you
those environments so intimi
can do that any time. You
dating? The fans.
came to a
basketball
game -- so
cheer!
"If you
want to be
quiet,
then
go
to
the
library," said
sophomore
Andy Huette.
For the
freshmen
have
that
never been to
a Taylor bas
ketball game,
my
best
advice to you
is to go. The
Photo by Cheryl Tjepkes g u y s o n t h e
team appreci
EMPTY SEATS FILL ODLE GYMNASIUM in Tuesday night's Lady Trojans vol a t e
it,
the
leyball game against Manchester. Taylor won in three games to improve its
coaching staff
record to 8-6. They play at a tournament in Huntington today and tomorrow.
appreciates it
a
n
d
e
v
e
n
t
h
e
other teams
In Durham, the students was one of the top teams in
r
e
s
p
e
c
t
i
t
.
A
f
r
i
end of mine
Unfortunately
camp out all night before big the nation.
w
h
o
p
l
a
y
s
for
Ohio
games to get tick'ets. They are they bowed out of the confer
D
o
m
i
n
i
c
a
n
c
o
m
m
e
n
t
e
d
t
o me
on their feet the entire game ence tournament prematurely,
y
e
a
r
a
f
t
e
r
w
e
b
e
a
t
them
l
a
s
t
yelling and chanting and have but they had drawn a decent
h
e
r
e
i
n
t
h
e
I
v
a
n
h
o
e
C
l
a
ssic
earned
the
nickname student section for most of the
t
h
a
t
o
u
r
c
r
o
w
d
w
a
s
a
w
e
s
o
me
year. But with almost 2,000
"Cameron Crazies."
t
h
a
t
h
e
w
i
s
h
e
d
t
h
e
irs
a
n
d
In Michigan, so many peo students attending Taylor, that
c
o
u
l
d
b
e
t
h
e
s
a
m
e
.
E
v
en
ple come to the football number could have been a l6t
Marion's James Gardner,
games, that the demand for more.
J
•
,
With only three graduated brother of University of
tickets is enormous. In a sta
point guard Jason
dium that holds 106,000, they seniors and four returning Arizona .
starters this year's squad fig- Gardner, commented on how
regularly pack in excess of
ures to'be a major contender good our student section was.
110,000.
You can't tell me
I'm not only talking about
that's not intimidating for once again. Our vision is for basketball.
All the Taylor
all the student body to attend
opposing teams.
the g a m e s a n d c h e e r j u s t a s s p o r t s w o u l d g r e a t l y a p p r e c In Oakland, the fans are just
"Morris Madness" does. For ate more fan support. The
plain crazy. They dress up in
those of you that don't know, football team only has four
their black and silver, paint
games this year, but
"Morris Madness" refers to home
their faces — and sometimes
tomorrow's Anderson
the Morris Hall section that count
their bodies — and wear

W

masks, chains, spikes, and
other
various
—
almost
Satanistic — garments.
Does it help? You better
believe it does. Duke's home
record in Cameron Indoor
Stadium is 620-138-that's 82
percent.
I'm willing to bet
that any team in the nation, no
matter the sport, would gladly
take an 82 percent winning
percentage at home.
So where am I going with
this article, you might ask?
Last year Taylor basketball

, U I

game a home game too. It's pie and gold, not Abercrombie
only a short drive down 1-69. & Fitch," said sophomore
Go give the football team Andrew Hauser.
Most importantly, have fun.
your support as they bring the
Remember that we
Wagon
Wheel
The Trojan colors r e p r e s e n t T a y l o r
back to Taylor.
If you haven't
are purple and U n i v e r s i t y . K e e p
your chants and
attended
any
^
^
gold,
not
c
heers under consporting events
l a t e l y , g e t y o u r Abercrombie and tro1- but don,t let
body
paint
,
that ruin your fun.
ready,
your
rltcn.
Don't be afraid to
voice
w a r m e d - Andrew HaUSer m a k e a d r i v e t o a n
away game also
up, and dust off
your costumes (as long as Some of the most fun games
last year were the away ones
they abide by the LTC).
Let's make Taylor University when our cheering section
a fearful environment for an outmatched theirs. The games
opposing team. Don't worry at Huntington and Indiana
about what people will think Wesleyan were both games
of you if you're dressed up in that came down to the wire,
a fluffy yellow chicken outfit ending with the Trojans victo
Our student section
doing the chicken dance in the rious.
middle of the court during a was amazing both times.
time out, or covered in a card That's what I want for every
board box around your waste, game.
"I have to admit, last year as
wearing only boxers. Its all
been done before.
No one a freshman I was a little
will think any less of you. intimidated by Huntington's
Put
away
your designer fans," Huette said. "But I had
clothes for a couple hours and a good off season and I'm
ready to come out strong this
wear the Taylor colors.
"The Trojan colors are pur- year and represent."
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"How you respond to the challenge in the second half will determine what you become after the game,
whethere you are a winner or a loser. "
-Lou Holtz

Men's soccer looks to bounce
back from rocky start
BY JUSTIN POTTS
SPORTS EDITOR

T

hrough the first half of its
schedule,
the
Taylor
men's soccer team is off to a
rocky start. They opened in
style with back to back
shutouts of Spring Arbor and
Sienna Heights.
Against
Spring Arbor, the Trojans
amassed 17 shots to Arbor's
one. Junior scoring sensation
James Hornaday began the
season just where he left off
last year with two goals and
sophomore Andy Howard
added the other.
Against Sienna Heights, the
Trojans once again dominat
ed throughout with freshman
Jake Edgerton scoring the
first goal of his Trojan career
and Hornaday adding his
third-in two games. Taylor
won easily, 2-0.
In the first game of the TriState tournament, Taylor fell
to a tough team from Calvin
College. Calvin opened an
early 2-0 lead before junior
Caleb Eernisse tallied his

first goal of the season. The
Knights, however, answered
with their third goal to put the
game out of reach.
The next day, Taylor
bounced back in dramatic
fashion with a 3-2 victory
over Tri-State. Just like one
year ago, the Trojans broke a
tie in the last minute of the
game, this time with sopho
more Matt May providing the
heroics with nine seconds
remaining.
The Thunder
opened the scoring early in
the game, but Howard tied it
up at one. Just a few minutes
before the half, Howard fed
Hornaday to give Taylor the
lead.
Ten minutes into the
second half, Tri-State tied it
up at two, and the teams
played an even final 35 min
utes leading up to May's hero
ics.
Next, in a rematch of last
year's season ending loss, the
Trojans
battled
Marion
College. The Knights opened
up a 2-0 lead in the first ten
minutes of the game, only to
find the Trojans battle back to

even the score at two at the
half.
Hornaday and Senior
captain Jonathan Rupp pro
vided the scoring.
Marion
then pulled away in the sec
ond half and shutdown the
Trojan's attack, coming up
with a 4-2 victory.
Taylor
dropped to 3-2 on the season.
Two days later Taylor failed
to find the back of the net in a
l-O loss at the hands of Ohio
Dominican College.
The
game was played evenly for
most of the game, but the
Panthers the game winner
with 25 minutes to play.
Next,
Trojans
hosted
Cedarville University and
couldn't muster any scoring in
a 4-0 defeat. Taylor was left
wondering where Waldo was,
yielding a
hat
trick
to
Cedarville's Jon Waldo. The
third straight loss dropped the
Trojans record to 3-4.
Wednesday, Taylor ended its
three game skid with a 0-0 tie
in its second conference
game. Playing with only one
sub due to injuries, the
Trojans controlled the first
half and played an even sec
ond half, but neither team
could find the back of the net.
Taylor moved to 3-4-1 and 01-1 in conference play.
They travel to Huntington on
Tuesday.

COLLEGE

Night at the Races...
College Students w/ valid
ID get In FREE///
Photo by Cheryl Tjepkes

TAYLOR LOST to Trinity International 14-0 last week

200 LAP
ENDURO
PRESENTER RT...

2002 Women's Tennis
Schedule
Ed. note: The schedule posted on the Taylor Web site is
last year's schedule

Attention seniors! If you live off campus and
would like to play, e-mail Jared Thompson or
Rebecca Marialke.
Refs with experience needed! E-mail Barry Walsh if
interested.

4

| PNILUPPE ECOWKTER
SuperTrucks

TIRE BARN
Street Stocks

Gatas Open 5 Racing at 8 PM

Adult ticket:SIO
Children 6-12:$4
185-042-0208

I www.andersonspeedway.com

Men's Tennis

Men's Soccer
Team
Gr. C
BC
MC
USF
TU
IWU
HU
Go. C

Overall
WL T
3 1 0
3 2 0
4 1 0
12 4
3 4 1
0 5 0
1 4 0
3 0 1

MCC
WLT
2 0 0
1 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 2
0 1 1
0 1 0
0 2 0
0 0 0

Team •
IWU
Go. C
TU
Gr. C
BC
HU
MC

Women's Soccer
Team
USF
IWU
HU
TU
MC
Go. C
Gr. C
BC

Overall
W L T
6 0 0
4 0 0
4 1 1
2 2 0
2 2 0
2 10
0 2 0

MCC
W L T
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 2 0
0 10
0 2 0

Women's Tennis
Overall
WL T
5 1 0
3 2 3
3 1 0
2 2 0
2 2 0
1 2 0
1 4 0
1 5 0

MCC
WLT
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 2 0
0 0 0

Team
IWU
Go. C
TU
BC
HU
Gr. C
MC
USF

Overall
W L T
5 0 0
2 0 0
4 10
3 10
2 1 0
1 3 0
1 2 0
0 2 0

MCC
W L T
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 10
2 10
1 1 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0

Men's Cross Country
Volleyball

ALSO...

Time
9 a.m.
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
11 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
10 a.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
TBA
3:30 p.m.
TBA

Fall Sports MCC Standings (as of Sept. 12)

TU INTRAMURALS
Attention wing reps! Deadline for handing in your
football team roster is 9/12 by noon. Games start
Monday, 9/16. Pick up a sign-up sheet in the athletic
dept. if you haven't already.

ODDonent
Manchester Doubles
Bethel
Hanover
Goshen
St. Francis
Anderson
Grace
IWU
Hillsdale
Huntington
Tri-State
Marian
Glen Oaks
ITA Tournament
Manchester
MCC Tournament

Site
Date
Away
8/31
Home
9/3
Away
9/5
Home
9/7
Home
9/10
Away
9/12
Away
9/14
Home
9/17
Home
9/19
Away
9/21
Away
9/23
Away
9/24
Away
9/26
Away
10/2-5
Home
10/8
10/10-11 Indy

Team
TU
USF
IWU
Go. C
Gr. C
MC
HU
BC

Overall
WL T
8 6 0
7 3 0
5 3 0
2 2 0
2 7 0
1 4 0
0 4 0
0 6 0

MCC
WLT
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0*0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Runs tomorrow in Taylor
Invitational at 11 a.m.

Women's Cross Country
Runs tomorrow in Taylor
Invitational at 11 a.m.

Football: 0-1
14-0
to
Trinity
Lost
International University.
Plays at Anderson University
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.

